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MODELLING NEfAI
Peter Marrio^eptb^sicfSti^atly
RaeTÊElïWts from Rivargss

suppose one of the most attractive of Switzerland's multiple
lits were the RAe TEE II sets that were used on prestigè^^W
irvices for many years. " •; >
Rivarossi (one of the Hornby International

brands) has recently introduced an HO model of
the set which is depicted here. The 3 carriage set
features two driving end carriages plus a central

carriage. The model has interior lighting, full
interiors, a five pole motor, an NEM-digital
interface, flywheel, close fitting couplings that

carry the current throughout the train, a metal
chassis and is 879 mm in length. The set may be

extended by the addition of the supplementary
coach set (Rivarossi HR 4024) which includes a

restaurant car and a further carriage. The trains are
sold in both dc and ac 3-rail format.

This train set is exquisite. The application of
the livery is good down to the nicely produced
destination boards alongside the doors. The
carriages come with fitted windscreen wipers, four
pantographs and other details. Corridor
connections are supplied. The couplings are "push
together" - this needs to be done on the track with
the aid of a supplied plastic coupling locator -
there is an illustrated leaflet showing how this is to
be used. With the addition of the extra two
carriages this set would make a relatively compact
full-length passenger train for a Swiss layout.
Anything negative? Under a magnifying glass the join
of the red and ivory colour is a little wavy in places
but to the naked eye on the layout it looks fine.

The RAe Trans Europe Express " Gottardo'

electric sets of the Swiss Federal railways SBB-CFF
were designed with four-phase systems that made
them operable throughout much of Europe. The
trains were originally used on the following
services:TEE "Gottardo ' Zurich - Milan; TEE
" Cisalpin" Milan - Paris; TEE " Ticino" Milan -
Zurich.

The trains ran as 6-coach sets from 1967.
Before that they were composed of 5-coaches.

During 1988/9 the trains were rebuilt with the
classic TEE ivory / red livery repalced by a light/
dark grey livery that gave them the nickname
"Souris Gris'. The refurbished trains were
initiatially used on Zurich - Milan and Zurich -
Stuttgart services but faults on the trains led them

to be limited to a shuttle between Bern and
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Frasne until they were withdrawn from service.

Train set number 1053 has been rebuilt in the

original TEE livery for SBB Historic.

Rivarossi HR 2039 SBB RAe TEE II Epoch III
£290.80
The UK distributors of Hornby International brands
(Arnold, Electrotren, Joeuf, Lima, MKD and Rivarossi)
are: Ontracks, Unit 2, Pontriias Business Park, Pontrilas,
Hereford HR2 OAZ. Telephone: 01981 241 268. We
thank them for the opportunity to review this model
To locate Hornby International dealers in the UK see the
website www.hornbyinternational.co.uk or telephone
OnTracks who will have a stand at the 2010 SRS AGM.

TWO SWISS LIFES
FOR ONE Michael Farr

Last year Bemo added to their range of MOB
publicity vans by producing Gk 511 which carries

an advert for Swiss Life Insurance on one side and
the German/French version Rentenanstalt on the
other. This firm has in fact sponsored two vans,
the other being Gk 501, but they rather craftily
reversed the adverts so that in the now (sadly)

unlikely event of the two vans being marshalled in
the same train, you would see both versions at a
time! Realising this, I asked Winco to supply two
of the models and have subsequently reversed the
body on one of these.

Most readers will know that van bodies are
secured to the chassis with two hooks moulded at
one end which fit into two slots underneath and
then the screw holding the coupling at the other
end passes through body and chassis to hold the
two securely together. Therefore the first task is to
remove that screw, putting this and
the coupling in a safe place. (I say
this because I have in the past lost

them!) The body can then be

teased away from the chassis, after
which I carefully eased out the
plastic rivet which holds the second

coupling in place. It is next necessary to remove
the roof. Although a clip fit, I find you have to
release at least a couple of the clips moulded onto
the underside of the roof by pushing a thin
screwdriver through the oblong holes on the floor
of the body (which happen to line up with the
clips, no doubt a production feature) and either

springing those clips inwards or forcing the top of
the body outwards. Because of the platform at one
end of the van (moulded as part of the chassis) it is

not possible to simply turn round the van, so with
the aid of a razor saw I removed all the bits
moulded under the floor, which was now
completely smooth.

Next I offered the chassis up to the (reversed)

body and marked on the underside of the van
floor the position of the screw holding the

coupling. After drilling this I re-attached the

coupling and then, with this end secured, marked
the (top side of) the chassis through from the
inside of the body. I drilled this with a very fine
bit, cut away the web moulded under the chassis

in the vicinity and screwed the chassis to this end

of the body using one of those minuscule screws
used to keep the cover ofwatch batteries in place.
In this way it doesn't foul the swing of the

coupling. The roof fits either way round so when

springing it back into place you simply have to
ensure the overhang coincides with the platform!

Now, when coupled together you can see both
sides of the vans - and the only problem is that
both are numbered Gk 511. Does anyone know
where, in an age where nearly everyone can set up
type with a computer, you can still buy rub-down

lettering such as Letraset in
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